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Groups of six are nothing new         (A Kinder panorama  19 September 2015)

If we are to face a ‘Covid winter’, walking and outside exercise will be a key factor in helping many through 
it.

Thankfully the government continue to exempt Ramblers from the ‘rule of six’ gatherings and we are still 
allowed up to 30, socially distancing, on walking programmes.
As previously indicated,  the group recommends a maximum of 15 on a walk, and this is usually adequate for
all except the Wednesday car walks.

Please continue to contact our leaders to reserve a  place on walks, and, as stressed below, keep an eye on our
website and that of Ramblers Central Office in an ever dynamic situation.

Chesterfield & NE Derbyshire Ramblers    Ramblers Central Office coronavirus advice

https://www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer-zone/coronavirus.aspx
https://chesterfieldramblers.com/


Dear Members,

In these interesting times it seems that no sooner do we send out a letter to clarify our local policies
then the government’s Covid guidelines change.  For a couple of days it looked as though we were 
going to be back to walking in groups of six but fortunately due to the negotiations between 
Ramblers and the government we are allowed to continue walking in groups of up to 30.  However, 
as rates of infection are rising it seems sensible to stick with an upper limit of 15 and to keep the 
situation under review.  Thank you to everyone who has volunteered to lead a walk in the winter 
programme; let us hope that these walks are able to take place.

Mel Hardy is leading some short walks at Poolsbrook Country
Park on Monday evenings from 6:00 pm, aimed at people who
have not walked much before.  The idea is to try and persuade
them to join Ramblers; so far we have attracted four new walkers. 

As there are no Saturday walks in the programme until January, 
we have decided to do some walks of 6-8 miles that we hope will
appeal to both members and non-members.  The details of the
walks are not yet finalised, but they will go on Walksfinder soon
and will take place on the dates in the programme that are
currently unfilled.

We have recently
received advice
from Central Office that Annual General Meetings 
should be held on Zoom.  As the meeting room in 
the library is still closed and the rule of  six  has 
now been made, we have little alternative.  This 
will be a new experience for us all.  Anyone who 
has access to the internet can take part.  

Details on ‘attendance’ will be posted to those not on email and members that we have email 
addresses for will receive an invitation by email in the next few weeks.

At the AGM new committee members are appointed.  Currently we are looking for a Walks Co-
ordinator to replace Val Fenton.  This post involves liaising with the Walks Organisers and the 
booklet printer and it is vital in ensuring that the walks programme is compiled in time and 
accurately.  If you feel you could do this Val would be happy to explain what is involved and help 
with the transition.  Additionally, David Moore has resigned as Publicity Secretary although he is 
still carrying out many of the roles associated with the post.  We would all like to thank him for the 
hard work he has done in this role and previously as Chair.  The position of Publicity Secretary 
would appeal to someone with IT skills.

Given the current situation it is important to keep checking the website for up to date information.

Best wishes,

Isobel McCormick

(Group Chair)



Risk awareness and problem reporting

Countryside walking is a generally safe
occupation, but Ramblers Central Office
have taken the onset of coronavirus to stress
that we be aware of all risks whilst out
walking.
If you see what appears to be an
unnecessary risk, don’t keep it to yourself
but report it to the County Council - along
with other footpath maintenance problems.

‘(Section 59 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act
1981 bans the keeping of bulls in fields
crossed by a right of way, unless they are
under the age of 10 months or not of a
recognised dairy breed, provided they’re
accompanied by cows or heifers (young female
cows).

The Health & Safety Executive (HSE) advises
farmers that it’s good practice to display signs
informing the public when a bull, or cows with
calves, are being grazed. They suggest that a
suitable bull sign would be triangular with a
yellow background and a black band around
the outside, showing a bull or bull’s head with
supplementary text such as ‘bull in field’. This
text shouldn’t suggest that the bull is
aggressive, threatening or dangerous (i.e.
avoiding words such as ‘beware’ or ‘danger’)’
                                    …. Ramblers guidance

County Council fault 
reporting

Fix My Street

                              

https://www.fixmystreet.com/
https://apps.derbyshire.gov.uk/applications/do-it-now/fault-on-pavement-or-path.asp
https://apps.derbyshire.gov.uk/applications/do-it-now/fault-on-pavement-or-path.asp


Visually impaired walk at Chatsworth with David Blunkett  (President of South Yorkshire & North 
Derbyshire Ramblers)  - 15 September 2018

BBC Ramblings on Beeley Edge
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